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CRAN_checks  Show CRAN check status for easystats-packages

Description

Show CRAN check status for easystats-packages

Usage

CRAN_checks()

Value

TRUE if any of the easystats-packages show check-failures on CRAN, FALSE otherwise.

Note

This functions is intended for maintanance-purposes, to timely detect any check-issues on CRAN
for easystats-packages.
Examples

```r
if (interactive()) {
  CRAN_checks()
}
```

---

easystats_update  Update easystats-packages and its dependencies from CRAN, if necessary.

---

Description

Update `easystats`-packages and its dependencies from CRAN, if necessary.

Usage

```r
easystats_update(which = c("all", "core", "deps"))
```

Arguments

- `which` String, indicates whether easystats-packages (which = "core"), dependencies (which = "deps") or both (which = "all") should be checked for available updates.

Value

Invisible NULL.

Examples

```r
## Not run:
# check which local easystats-packages (and their dependencies)
# are out of date and install updates from CRAN
easystats_update()

# update only easystats core-packages
easystats_update("core")

## End(Not run)
```
easystats_zen  

Welcome to the easyverse

Usage

easystats_zen()

Value

A reassuring message.

Examples

easystats_zen()

install_latest  

Install the easystats suite from R-universe (GitHub) or CRAN

Description

This function can be used to install all the easystats packages, either latest development versions (from R-universe/GitHub) or the current versions from CRAN. If the development versions are installed, packages will be installed from the stable branch (master/main) for each package.

Usage

install_latest(
    source = c("development", "cran"),
    packages = "all",
    force = FALSE,
    verbose = TRUE
)

Arguments

source  
Character. Either "development" or "cran". If "cran", packages will be installed from the default CRAN mirror returned by getOption("repos")['CRAN']. If "development" (the default), packages are installed from the r-universe repository (https://easystats.r-universe.dev/).

packages  
Character vector, indicating which packages to be installed. By default, the option "all" will install all easystats packages.
install_suggested

force
Logical, if FALSE, only those packages with a newer version number will be installed. Use force=TRUE to force installation of all packages, even if the version number for the locally installed packages is identical to the latest development-versions. Only applies when source="development".

verbose
Toggle messages.

Value
Invisible NULL.

Examples

```r
## Not run:
# install latest development-version of easystats packages from
# the r-universe repository, but only those packages that have newer
# versions available
install.latest()

# install all latest development-version of easystats packages from
# the r-universe repository, no matter whether local installations
# are up to date or not.
install.latest(force = TRUE)

## End(Not run)
```

Download all suggested packages

install_suggested

Description

In easystats, we have a 0-dependency policy, which makes our packages fairly light and fast to install. However, we rely on many many (many) packages for testing (at least all the packages for functions that we support) and some specific features. These "soft dependencies" can be downloaded at once using this function. This will allow you to fully utilize 100%

Usage

```r
install_suggested(package = "easystats")
show_suggested(package = "easystats")
show_reverse_dependencies(package = "easystats")
```

Arguments

package
If NULL or "easystats" (the default), all suggested packages for all 'easystats' packages will be installed. If specific packages are specified, only suggested packages for those packages will be installed.
model_dashboard

Details

To reduce the dependency load, 'easystats' packages by default will not download all internally needed packages. It will ask the user to download them only if they are needed. The current function can help install all packages a given 'easystats' package might need. For example, `install_suggested("see"). show_suggested()` is a convenient helper to show the current list of suggested packages for each 'easystats' package.

Value

Useful only for its side-effect of installing the needed packages.

Examples

```r
## Not run:
install_suggested("easystats")

# listing all reverse dependencies of easystats packages
show_reverse_dependencies()

## End(Not run)
```

model_dashboard` Generate a regression model summary from easystats`

Description

A dashboard containing the following details for the entered regression model:

- a tabular summary of parameter estimates
- a dot-and-whisker plot for parameter estimates
- a tabular summary of indices for the quality of model fit
- a collection of models for checking model assumptions
- a text report
- a model information table

Usage

```r
model_dashboard(
  model,
  check_model_args = NULL,
  parameters_args = NULL,
  performance_args = NULL,
  output_file = "easydashboard.html",
  output_dir = getwd(),
  rmd_dir = system.file("templates/easydashboard.Rmd", package = "easystats")
)
```
Arguments

- **model**: A regression model object.
- **check_model_args**: A list of named arguments that are passed down to `performance::check_model()`. For further documentation and details about the arguments, see [this website](#). See also 'Examples'.
- **parameters_args**: A list of named arguments that are passed down to `parameters::model_parameters()`. For further documentation and details about the arguments, see [this website](#). See also 'Examples'.
- **performance_args**: A list of named arguments that are passed down to `performance::model_performance()`. For further documentation and details about the arguments, see [this website](#). See also 'Examples'.
- **output_file**: A string specifying the file name in `rmarkdown::render()`. Default is "easydashboard.html".
- **output_dir**: A string specifying the path to the output directory for report in `rmarkdown::render()`. Default is to use the working directory.
- **rmd_dir**: A string specifying the path to the directory containing the RMarkdown template file. By default, package uses the template shipped with the package installation (`inst/templates/easydashboard.Rmd`).

Value

An HTML dashboard.

Troubleshooting

For models with many observations, or for more complex models in general, generating the model assumptions plot might become very slow. One reason is that the underlying graphic engine becomes slow for plotting many data points. In such cases, setting the argument `check_model_args = list(show_dots = FALSE)` might help. Furthermore, look at other arguments of `?performance::check_model`, which can be set using `check_model_args`, to increase performance (in particular the check-argument can help, to skip some unnecessary checks).

Examples

```r
if (interactive()) {
  mod <- lm(wt ~ mpg, mtcars)

  # with default options
  model_dashboard(mod)

  # customizing 'parameters' output: standardize coefficients
  model_dashboard(mod, parameters_args = list(standardize = "refit"))

  # customizing 'performance' output: only show selected performance metrics
  model_dashboard(mod, performance_args = list(metrics = c("AIC", "RMSE")))
}
on_CRAN

Show weeks since last package update on CRAN

Description

Green indicates that enough time since last submission has passed and it’s ok to submit an update, yellow means it’s ok, but beware it’s not too often, and red means that you should probably not yet submit an update.

Usage

on_CRAN()

Value

Invisible NULL.

Note

This functions is intended for development purposes only, to ensure that package updates are not submitted to CRAN within too short intervals.

Examples

on_CRAN()
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